
senijari



Seni” means art in the Malay language, and 
“Jari” means fingers. Thus, Senijari symbol-
izes the act of creating art by the human hand. 
Songket is traditionally associated with the 
sumptuous fabrics in the royal courts of the 
Malay world since the 15th century or earlier. 
Employing silk and gold threads, the textile 
culture in Malaysia has influences from China, 
India, Cambodia and Thailand. Senijari was 
founded by Suryani Senja Alias in 2012 to re-
vive ancient crafts through a fresh infusion of 
modern designs.



Artisans around the world face challenges in creating a sustainable liveli-
hood as generic, factory made products can be made faster and in larger 
quantities. Senijari starts its journey at home in Malaysia by creating fair 
and equitable partnerships with artisans, designers and artists. Senijari 
strives to outsource work to under privileged communities. Weavers are 
mostly women from Terengganu, Kelantan and Kuching and are not able 
to survive on their craft alone. Senijari was founded as a social enterprise 
to provide opportunities for artisans and master craftsmen to preserve 
their heritage and improve their livelihood by creating fair employment 
opportunities, training and support networks related to art, culture and 
heritage

a 
social enterprise



materials&technique



The textile used in the Senijari 2013 collection is 100% handwoven in Malaysia. 
Most of the songket in this collection is made from high quality Lurex metallic 
yarns imported from Europe and silk or cotton threads from China. Each fabric 
is created through the laborious process of first dyeing the individual threads 
by hand, drying the coloured threads, separating the threads and preparing 
them on the handloom. Each piece with a different pattern and colour requires 
precise calculation and planning on the handloom before being woven thread 
by thread by an artisan, supervised by a textile designer. Apart from weaving 
the background of the whole fabric, the patterns formed by the metallic threads 
in gold or silver are woven intricately in and out of the silk or cotton threads 
using the supplementary weft technique, thus creating the songket effect. 

the 
unique quality 
of senijari



This incredibly complex technique requires a high degree of concentration, 
focus and dedication to the craft – a shawl typically takes 4 to 8 weeks to 
complete, depending on the design. A piece of textile art may take lon-
ger. Sometimes numerous threads of different shades of colour need to be 
combined and woven tightly together to form a particular colour required 
for the background (for example, different shades of pink, gray and purple 
threads are woven together to create a dusky pink colour palette). Depend-
ing on the design, various weaving techniques are used in order to achieve 
different effects for each fabric, making each piece completely unique, in-
dividual and non-replicable.
Senijari 2013 collection also includes specially designed, hand woven fab-
rics made into products designed or finished by interior designers or jewelry 
designers. The entire process of creating and designing hand made fabrics 
to transforming them into home or fashion products is time consuming and 
costly, and can only be described as a pure labour of love.



fashion accessories





Senijari songket shawls are hand woven from fine fila-
ment silk and Lurex metallic threads. The Senijari 2013 
collection reveals luxurious classic shawls in neutral and 
elegant colours like black, cream and midnight blue with 
touches of antique silver and gold motifs, and accent 
shawls in vibrant colours synonymous with Asia – saffron 
yellow and fuschia pink. Motifs include abstract versions 
of Malay traditional motifs like “mahkota raja” (the king’s 
crown) and “tampuk bunga kesemak (the corolla of per-
simmons fruit) as well as flowers - lotus, lily and orchid.  
Senijari songket jewellery shows off the fusion of contem-
porary design and heritage textile. Introducing daring and 
innovative ways to use songket on jewellery, traditional 
songket fabric is handcrafted into flowers or twisted into 
ribbons and paired with chunky chains, studs, stones, 
charms and the trendy skull to create jewellery inspired 
by heritage, but with a contemporary edge.

shawls & jewellery





home&living



a new approach to 
crafts
Senijari believes that one of the 
effective strategies to revive an-
cient crafts is to innovate and 
find new applications and design 
approaches for the crafts.
Senijari 2013 collection finds 
fresh perspectives for Malaysian 
songket through using inspired 
designs from different cultures 
such as Japanese motifs and 
Islamic mosaics but using the 
traditional Malaysian songket 
technique – the supplementary 



weft technique (menyongket). Seni-
jari 2013 collection also introduces a 
new, cosmopolitan approach for us-
ing the traditional songket for interi-
ors by creating a specially designed 
home interiors collection, which fuses 
Malaysian songket with luxurious and 
unique European and African fabrics. 







       art



The Escher Mosaic
A fascinating display of ancient mosaic adjoining the new 
Islamic wing of the Louvre inspired a new series of songk-
it pieces. The new designs were based on late antique art 
from the Eastern Mediterranean Provinces of the Roman 
Empire which included pieces from the Roman and Cop-
tic Egypt, Phoenicia, Syria and Palestine. One particular 
mosaic tile piece had repetitive and graphic cube com-
ponents as borders, which looked strikingly Escher-like 
(M.C. Escher is an artist of Dutch origins from the early 
20th century, famous for his mathematical and architec-
tural graphic art). Escher himself was influenced by the 
medieval architecture in Italy and Islamic architecture of 
Alhambra in Granada, Spain. The Escher Mosaic was de-
signed by using patterns in the border of the ancient mo-
saic, and replicating them throughout the textile Escher 
style, to create an optical effect. The Escher Mosaic is 
woven using the supplementary weft weaving technique 
(the traditional Malay songket technique) and discontin-
uous weaving technique (without long floats, or loose 
threads on the reverse side of the textile) with silk and 
Lurex metallic yarns by highly skilled weavers in Kuching.

songkit as art

The Escher Mosaic
2013
69 x 136 cm



Crescent Moons at the Louvre
Crescent Moons is inspired by one of the mosaic pieces 
which looked distinctly bold and modern with Islamic in-
fluences in form. This piece was translated into songket 
textile and created using soft black Lurex metallic threads 
as the background, with burgundy, gold and silver metal-
lic threads to create the patterns of contrast and texture. 
The traditional supplementary weft technique and discon-
tinuous weaving technique are used where no long floats 
(loose metallic threads) can be seen on the reverse side of 
the textile. Highly skilled songket weavers under the guid-
ance of a textile designer created this art piece in songket 
medium.

Crescent Moon at the Lourve
2013
93 x 88 cm



The Roman Empire
“The Roman Empire” is woven with a very sub-
tle palette of colours (pale gold, gray, black and 
bronze) giving it a modern yet retains the feel of 
its antique origins. Some of the patterns in the 
ancient mosaic such as the boxes with 3D ef-
fect look contemporary. This piece was woven 
using the supplementary weft weaving tech-
nique (the traditional Malay songket technique) 
and discontinuous weaving technique (without 
long floats, or loose threads on the reverse side 
of the textile) with silk and Lurex metallic yarns 
by highly skilled weavers in Kuching, with the 
supervision of a textile designer.

The Roman Empire
2013
69 x 136 cm



The Wave after Hokusai
This songket art is inspired by Japanese vintage kimono 
motifs and wood block prints by the famous 19th century 
artist Hokusai, the ukiyo-e painter and block print artist 
from the Edo period. One of his famous prints was the 
Great Wave off Kanagawa, a block print depicting strong 
waves.  This Senijari songket piece is made of blue silk 
threads with Lurex metallic threads in varying shades of 
silver and gray to create texture. The organic and undu-
lating patterns require highly skilled weavers to produce 
using the traditional supplementary weft technique and 
discontinuous weaving technique on the songket han-
dloom where no long floats can be seen (loose metallic 
threads on the reverse side of the textile). 

Double Wave after Hokusai
2013
92 x 104 cm



The Wave after Hokusai
2013
64 x 127 cm
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